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By Jan Ross

This was the best hot chocolate I had ever tasted.

In my entire life.

Part of the fabulous culinary delight might have come from the fact that I was consuming
this delicious, chocolaty beverage on the Eiffel Tower, overlooking the gorgeous city of
Paris, but it was mostly just the fact that every single thing we consumed while in Paris was
delicious. We were astonished to discover that even the food at the airport was scrumptious.

If you want a similar French food delightful experience, you need to head to Miami in
November for French Spice, an experience to highlight French cuisine and the complete
experience of French dining. For the third year in a row, you can dine out for the entire
month of November at some truly wonderful restaurants. You can choose a fine dining
experience at a variety of more than 20 French restaurants which includes a 2,3 and 5-
course lunch or dinner at very reasonable prices.

You can also add authentic French wines to your experience starting at $20 a bottle or $6 a
glass. Lunch will vary from $15 to $25, depending on the number of courses and dinner will
vary from $35 to $50. Each restaurant will be designing a special menu for French Spice
which will be unique to their location and will offer everyone a chance to experience true
French dining.

You have not had a truly wonderful pastry experience until you have tasted a freshly baked
pastry in a sidewalk café in Paris. We couldn’t get enough, especially combined in a cold
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glass of Orange Presse, a combination of orange juice and sparkling water that is delicious.
But you might close be experiencing Café Spice in conjunction with French Spice.

This event is designed for the many French bakeries, creperies and bistros in Miami and will
provide French pastry lovers with an opportunity to sample a variety of delicacies. For the
month of November, each participating bakery, creperie and bistro will offer a variety of
choices for both snacks and lunch.

Head to Miami for a truly unique French dining experience – and no expensive plane ticket
to Europe required!

http://www.frenchspicemiami.com/index.html

And you might find better hotel deals in Miami than Paris, too! Check the DealAngel hotel
results for Miami here.
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